Diversity Award

This award recognizes Department of Medicine (DOM) faculty who have made significant contributions to fostering a diverse and inclusive DOM community by leveraging service, teaching, mentoring and research efforts in support of diversity and inclusion.

**Deadline:** Nominations will be accepted through midnight EST DATE Monday, May 20.

**Eligibility:** All regular faculty (Instructors, Assistant Professors, Associate Professors and Professors), with a primary appointment in the Department of Medicine of Emory University are eligible.

**Nominations:** Candidates must be nominated by another faculty member with a concise, one-page narrative (5000-character limit) describing the outstanding contributions within the Department of Medicine.

Nominations should emphasize specific aspects of service, teaching, research or citizenship that contribute to our goals for diversity and inclusion. Outstanding examples of contributions can include, but are not limited to:

- Important administrative service to the Department in the area of diversity and inclusion
- Activities designed to achieve a diverse workforce or body of trainees
- Service to the community via public education programs or campaigns, volunteerism, or non-profit organizations
- Exemplary clinical service to underserved populations, colleagues, or the general public
- Educational efforts to prevent bias and promote inclusivity and social justice
- Development of new or innovative programs to promote diversity and inclusion
- Impactful research aimed at identifying and addressing health disparities or the medical needs of underserved populations
- Efforts to eliminate health inequalities and improve health outcomes in disadvantaged and vulnerable populations.

**Submission:** Must be made electronically via the link below

- One-page nominating letter (5000-character limit)
- Two optional letters of support (500 words or less) from internal or external individuals or organizations may also be submitted.

Submit Nomination

**Decision:** Will be made by an independent committee composed of Emory faculty and staff outside the Department of Medicine.

**Award:** The award includes a commemorative plaque and will be awarded during the “Celebration of Faculty Honors and Awards” on August 21, 2019.

Questions should be directed to: Lauren Marshman at [lauren.lough.marshman@emory.edu](mailto:lauren.lough.marshman@emory.edu)